An excavation west of the monumental core of Chavín de Huántar in exposed a portion of a Mito-style structure (Contreras ), remarkably similar in its con guration to well-known examples from Kotosh and La Galgada (Bonnier ; Grieder et al. ; Izumi and Terada a, b) . e presence of such a structure at Chavín de Huántar reinforces Chavín's links to other Central Andean centers, including some of its contemporaries as well as sites dating back to the early third millennium . Moreover, while Bonnier suggests that the Mito Tradition spans the period -in the Central Andean highlands (Bonnier ) , this example from Chavín de Huántar suggests the persistence of the Mito Tradition as late as . At Chavín at least, this implies the coexistence of the Mito Tradition with those new ritual practices developing at the site during the middle to late Formative period (as early as ; see Rick et al. ) . I have discussed the regional implications of the presence of a Mito-style structure at Chavín elsewhere (Contreras ), and in this chapter I focus on the location and role of the structure in Chavín's array of ritual architecture. e place of this structure in the site geography, I argue here, can shed light on the sociopolitical underpinnings of the monumental ceremonial architecture at Chavín de Huántar. Reconceptualizing the site as at least somewhat decentralized in its arrangement of sacred space-rather than entirely focused on the central, oldest, and presumably sancti ed entity of the Lanzón-suggests that the social sources of power and the political contributors to Chavín's existence may have been diverse. In other words, the political economy of the sacred was mapped onto the site's ritual architecture and may be read from it.
In considering Chavín's internal geography, I focus primarily on two areas: the monumental core and that portion of the protected area to the west of the modern road, referred to as the West Field ( gure . ).
THE WEST FIELD
e area west of the road has been recognized as part of the archaeological site since at least as early as Julio C. Tello's work at the site in the s (Tello ) . : ). None of these omissions need indicate that the researchers were unaware of the presence of Chavín-style megalithic architecture in the West Field, but they are certainly evidence of its de-emphasis. is was probably a result of both the lure of the then largely undescribed monumental core-with its massive in situ lithic sculptures (the Lanzón and at least one tenoned head), tantalizingly unknown galleries, and largely buried structures-and the presence of the small community of Raku in the West Field, documented by Hans Kinzl during his visit as part of the Austrian Anden-Expeditionen des Alpenvereins (see Diessl : ; Kinzl and Scheider ) but later destroyed by the aluvión (Indacochea and Iberico ). Tello's site map ( : gure ) does note a few features in the area west of the road, but he, too, understandably concentrated his attention on the monumental core. Luis G. Lumbreras provides similarly focused maps (e.g., Lumbreras : ), although his collaborator, Amat, excavated in the West Field (Amat's results remain unpublished, but see Diessl : -for a capsule description). In their case the restricted site map thus obviously re ects a focus on the monumental core rather than ignorance of or lack of interest in the West Field. Ultimately, with the exception of Richard Burger's work in the s (Burger , ) and work by the Stanford Project beginning in , archaeological attention has generally focused on the monumental core itself, probably re ecting traditional interest in the monumental at the expense of the domestic.
Surprisingly, in light of this general lack of concern for the area, even the archaeological remains visible on the surface are substantial. Two megalithic walls (apparently terrace facades), constructed of quartzite blocks in a style similar to that of the structures in the monumental core, are visible on the surface, as is one canal draining northward into the Río Wacheqsa (see gure . ). Until the construction in the s of the road that currently separates the monumental core from the West Field, these east-west terraces were also associated with a north-south wall that was largely destroyed by the road construction, suggesting a structure or structures in the West Field rather than simple megalithic terraces. is led Diessl-who stands out as the only researcher to make a point of including the West Field in his maps and reconstruction drawings-to describe a "West Temple" (Diessl : -). e history of archaeology in the West Field makes clear that the areawhile recognized as containing archaeological remains-has generally been considered fairly marginal. e ceremonial core of the site has traditionallyif only implicitly-been de ned by the Río Mosna to the east, the north edge of Structure D to the north, the south edge of Structure E to the south, and the west edge of Structures A, B, and C to the west (see gure . ).
is de nition is at least in part a result of perceptions shaped by the local geomorphology. Colluvial and earth-ow deposition has obscured the West Field to a much greater degree than the monumental core, as I have discussed in detail elsewhere (Contreras ) . e buried architecture is of similar style to, and appears to approach the scale of, the celebrated structures of the monumental core (see gure . ). e parallel upper and lower walls, both running east-west, are visible for stretches of m and m, respectively. Exploratory Stanford excavations carried out in and on the face of the visible terraces revealed deep Chavín deposits and suggested that the terrace walls continued downward for at least m below the modern ground surface. Fragments of complementary north-south walls are also visible; like the longer east-west segments, these walls share the monument's architectural orientation ( ° east of north; see Rick et al. : ). e combined implication of these observations appears to be that the constructions visible on the surface in the West Field are not simply terrace walls retaining slope sediments but rather platform faces backed by cultural ll. is inference is supported by the sectional exposure provided by the cut of the Río Wacheqsa, where at least one wall of similar scale is visible in pro le to signi cant depth, and by a test excavation in the central-eastern area of the West Field (WF-) that encountered almost entirely cultural lls to a depth of m (see Contreras : -). Moreover, the unexpected nd in of a Mito-style structure (Unit WF-; see gure . and Contreras ) at the far western extreme of the West Field, m west of Structure A/B/C, suggests that the religious focus of the site may not have been strictly on the monumental core.
A MITO STYLE STRUCTURE IN CHAVÍN'S WEST FIELD
e structure itself, excavated in , is striking both for its similarity to the archetypal Mito structures from Kotosh (Bonnier ; Izumi and Terada a, b) and for its state of preservation. Although only the northeast quadrant of the structure was excavated, enough was exposed to clearly delimit a split-level room with a circular central hearth and north-facing entry ( gure . ). Its full dimensions are estimated at approximately m × m; the entry opens ~ . ° east of north. My focus here, however, is not on the anatomy of this particular example of the Mito genre, except inasmuch as is necessary to identify it as such; a full description of the structure itself appears elsewhere (Contreras ). e key features of the Mito Tradition, as de ned by Elisabeth Bonnier, are the quadrangular room, central hearth, split-level oor, niches, and use of plaster (Bonnier : , gure ). Bonnier's de nition of the Mito Tradition drew primarily on the well-published examples from Kotosh; she also explicitly sought to di erentiate the Mito Tradition as a speci c subset of the more broadly inclusive Kotosh Religious Tradition de ned by Burger and SalazarBurger ( ). All of the elements she de ned-with, arguably, the exception of the niches-are present in the Chavín example.
e Mito-style structure in the West Field, at the end of its use-life, was carefully interred with a massive sterile ll, and a sequence of stone-faced terraces was subsequently built over it, ascending the slope from north to south ( gure . ; Contreras : gure ). ese terraces and the associated series of oor deposits all contain diagnostic Chavín period Janabarroid ceramics and do not contain any identi ably later material. Associated radiocarbon dates con rm the contemporaneity of at least the earlier of these terraces ( -) and the Mito-style structure ( -) with the monumental core ( -) (for a full discussion of the dating of the Mito structure, see Contreras ; for the architectural chronology of the monumental core, see Kembel ; Kembel and Haas ; Rick et al. ) .
RITUAL DIVERSITY AT CHAVÍN
e contemporaneity of the Mito-style structure with the monumental ceremonial architecture of the site core makes it necessary to consider a role for this structure within the ritual life of Chavín. e broad consensus in the literature regarding Mito structures, at a variety of sites, is that they are foci of signi cant ritual activity (Bonnier ; Burger and Salazar-Burger ; Grieder and Bueno Mendoza ; Grieder et al. ; Onuki ; Pozorski and Pozorski ) . At La Galgada, Grieder and Bueno Mendoza ( ) refer to the plastered rooms as "ritual chambers" and speculate about the re-centered ceremonies they may have housed; Shady Solís and Machacuay have emphasized the centrality and ritual importance of one of the two Mito-style structures at Caral by terming it the "Altar del Fuego Sagrado" Given this prevailing agreement regarding the signi cance of the architectural form, it seems appropriate to consider the Mito-style structure at Chavín as similarly important. Moreover, the combination of the substantial labor investment the structure represents and its careful interment through the deposition of a massive sterile ll of soil and rock (Contreras : -) further emphasizes the importance of the structure. Such sealing recalls the "temple entombment" described by Matsuzawa at Kotosh, where superposition of Mito structures was the norm (Izumi and Terada b: ; see also Onuki ), and the associated focus on renewal (see Onuki, this volume). It may also perhaps be conceptually linked to the ritual practice of sealed o erings at Chavín. While no other examples of sealed architectural features are known, the deposits of ceramics in the Ofrendas Gallery (Lumbreras ) and Strombus shell trumpets in the Caracoles Gallery (Rick : -) may represent comparable practices. In fact, the speci cs of ritual activity at Chavín remain only tentatively understood. In contrast to the richly explicit iconographic and material record of ritual activity for such later Central Andean civilizations as the Moche, at Chavín, ritual activity must be inferred from the layout and character of architectural spaces, excavations of occasional o ering deposits, and abstracted iconographic representations. A few aspects stand out: processions, o erings of valued and/ or exotic material, and manipulation of water were all apparently important elements of Chavín's panoply of ritual activity (see Rick, this volume) . Only the second of these-in the form of smashed obsidian fragments in the central hearth and fragments of anthracite mirror in the duct (see Contreras : -)-can be associated with the Mito structure in the West Field, making this structure perhaps distinct in behavioral terms as well as spatial ones. As it can be discussed in somewhat more secure terms, I focus here on the latter: while, by analogy to such structures elsewhere and with reference to its careful interment, this Chavín period example of the Mito genre does appear to be a locus of important ceremonial activity, that activity is clearly spatially distinct from ritual in the site's monumental core, where the Lanzón monolith, the Circular Plaza, the Black-and-White Portal, and the Square Plaza have commonly been taken to comprise the ceremonial focus of the site.
SITUATING CHAVÍN RITUAL IN CENTRAL ANDEAN CONTEXT
As multiple researchers have suggested, Chavín represents an eclectic synthesis of preexisting Andean ritual traditions. Since Tello's time, archaeologists have recognized Chavín's iconographic links to both selva and costa (e.g., Lathrap ; Tello ) , and its ritual architecture has often been tied to the U-shaped buildings and sunken circular plazas of the second millennium on the Central Coast (Kembel : -; Williams ) . Burger has more recently rearticulated and clari ed this argument for synthesis (Burger , ) , and Rick has reemphasized Chavín's adaptation of traditional elements of belief to a new context (Rick : , a) . e presence of a Mito-style structure, apparently linked to antecedents in the Huallaga Valley and at other highland centers, reinforces this impression of ritual eclecticism and diversity. Chavín is not unique in this blending of elements, however. A similar juxtaposition of coastal (sunken plazas and large-though, interestingly, lacking the archetypal U-shape-structures) architectural elements with the characteristic structure of the apparently highland-centered Mito Tradition is present at Caral, where it has much greater antiquity (Shady Solís, Haas, and Creamer ; Shady Solís and Machacuay ), and may also be evident at El Paraíso (Guillen Hugo ). Mito-style structures themselves are proving to be remarkably widespread (Contreras : gure ), and the tradition was apparently a longlasting one (table . ) .
e presence of a Mito-style structure at Chavín also reinforces the case for diversity in ritual practice by introducing a previously unknown element into the catalog of ceremonial architecture at the site. Kembel has argued that the earliest architectural forms at Chavín were rectangular, plastered chambers-including that which housed, or perhaps later came to house, the Lanzón-linked to (i.e., apparently derived from) the Kotosh Religious Tradition (Kembel : -) . e contemporaneous existence of a Mitostyle chamber in the West Field does not speak directly to the derivation of these architectural forms from the Kotosh Religious Tradition, but it certainly bolsters the claim for strong links to that tradition. At Chavín, interestingly, there is no central hearth or central hearth analogue in either the Circular Plaza or the Square Plaza, and even the recognition of centrality in the latter (a construction o ering [Rick, this volume] ) was a hidden and singular, rather than communal or public and regular, event. However, the Lanzón originally occupied the central location in a rectangular chamber; Kembel explicitly characterizes this as an architectural analogue of the hearth in the ceremonial structures of the Kotosh Religious Tradition (Kembel : ). Connections to the Kotosh Religious Tradition, or more speci cally the Mito Tradition, strengthen the argument for eclecticism at Chavín while also raising the possibility that ritual diversity may be indicated as much as : -and Ogburn : -for discussions of calibration curve selection in Peru).
ese probability ranges may represent, depending on the speci c sample and context, either construction dates or use-dates; it is worth emphasizing that they represent irregularly distributed ranges of probability rather than lapses of time. b. Hearth VIII at Huaricoto apparently comes the closest to the conventions of the Mito Tradition, with a split-level oor and sub-oor ue. Hearths at the site vary in their shapes, sizes, and features; while by de nition they all belong to the Kotosh Religious Tradition, not all (if any) conform to the more narrowly de ned norms of the Mito Tradition (see Contreras )-is representative not just of pilgrimage but of a diversity of ceremonial practice. Heterarchy may be re ected not just in the number of dispersed areas of ceremonial signi cance but also in the variety of practices apparently associated with those areas.
Heterarchical arrangements may have been typical of the Mito Tradition. At Kotosh, La Galgada, and Huaricoto, three of the sites key to de ning the ritual tradition, multiple contemporaneous ceremonial chambers seem to have been the norm. However, at Huaricoto at least, the existence of multiple sacred hearths has been used to argue for their construction by diverse social entities (probably kin groups), using the modern cargo system as a model (Burger and Salazar-Burger ). Burger and Salazar-Burger contrast this situation with that at Kotosh, where they see, in the uniformity of construction, evidence for corporate organization of labor under a permanent authority: " e regularity and conservatism in the design of the Kotosh temples over several centuries, along with the standardized orientation of these buildings to the cardinal directions, is consistent with the notion that the undertakings were organized and directed by recognized leaders capable of subordinating the will of individual households in order to ensure the continuity of ritual patterns" (ibid.: ).
e former situation might be construed as heterarchical, but the latter clearly implies hierarchy. Onuki's suggestion (this volume) that the Mito Tradition was associated with a regional pattern in the Huallaga Basin of an evolution from ritual to ideology has a similar logic.
Where might Chavín-particularly in light of the new evidence provided by the excavation of a Mito-style structure-fall in such a typology? e dramatic diversity in ritual architecture at Chavín seems less to represent diverse means of-or capacities for-labor organization related to di erent components of the site than to re ect diverse ritual practices, as discussed below. e variability in ritual architecture at Chavín seems to be ordered rather than chaotic; at Huaricoto, it was the unordered variability that Burger and Salazar-Burger used to argue for diverse contributions of labor-and resulting architecture-without a central authority. ey also argued that, relatively late in the Huaricoto sequence, the visible diversity came to consist not just of variations on the Kotosh Religious Tradition theme but also of variability in cult practice: " e Kotosh Religious Tradition was not disrupted at Huaricoto with the appearance of the alien Chavín cult. Instead, the two religious traditions coexisted in a syncretistic relationship" (Burger and Salazar-Burger : ). e eclecticism in ritual practice at Chavín, in contrast, appears to t well within the model of site by design that Kembel and Rick ( ) outline. If Chavín was indeed actively seeking more followers and more e ective means of social integration and establishment of authority, not to mention more e ective means of in uencing the natural world (Lumbreras ) , then such an ecumenical, inclusive approach would make a great deal of sense. is is compatible with Kembel and Rick's model ( ) of Chavín as one ceremonial center among many, competing widely with its contemporaries for adherents.
Such intra-site heterogeneity also complicates a model positing a trajectory of increased sociopolitical di erentiation-reinforced and legitimized by ritual-during the middle and late Formative period (~ -). Moore (among others; see, for instance, Lumbreras ; Rick b) describes the developmental changes of that time period explicitly in terms of ritual practice and legitimized hierarchy: "In a sharp departure from previous patterns, the Formative period was marked by the development of public vs. private religion, by an increasing social distance between participants and observers in public ceremony, and the development of complex social institutions that relied on the legitimacy imparted by highly visible, public ritual" (Moore : ). e persistence of the Mito Tradition alongside these later developmentsnot, apparently, as a marginalized survivor among a population resisting the changes but rather incorporated into institutionalized ceremonial practices-suggests that the change was perhaps not so abrupt. Moreover, those developing the rituals associated with sociopolitical di erence found it either necessary or expedient to appeal to ancient practices (by the time the Mitostyle chamber in the West Field was abandoned, the Mito Tradition had an antiquity of nearly two millennia).
e question of the continuity of the Mito Tradition is complex. Even if the radiocarbon dates from the West Field Mito-style structure represent terminal dates and we liberally estimate the use-life of the structure at a century, there remains a gap of at least years between the latest of the Mito chamber dates Bonnier considers and this appearance of the type at Chavín. While architectural and ceremonial archaism or revival cannot be ruled out, the simplest explanation would seem to be that the Mito Tradition persisted through the beginnings of the Early Horizon. If that is the case, more research is very much needed to shed light on how and where the tradition survived the intervening centuries. Of course, inasmuch as the Mito-style chamber at Chavín may also be described as belonging to the broader category of the Kotosh Religious Tradition, its existence also reinforces Burger and Salazar-Burger's ( : ) contention that that tradition persisted into the Early Horizon.
READING RITUAL ARCHITECTURE AT CHAVÍN
e Lanzón itself, and more broadly the galleries, structures, and plazas that surround it, has generally been understood as the focus of the site. Rowe posited that the Lanzón "was probably the principal cult object of the original temple at Chavín" (Rowe : ), while Kembel ( , ) argues that the Lanzón is associated with the oldest area of monumental architecture (the NEA) and that the design of subsequent architecture in the area went to great lengths to maintain access to that ancient sacred focus (Kembel's emphasis on the continued importance of the icon is in contrast to Rowe's argument that the Lanzón declined in importance over time). Rowe's contention was a result of his architectural chronology, with its shift in emphasis over time from Old Temple to New Temple, while Rick and Kembel (Kembel , ; Rick et al. ) emphasize the contemporaneity of the Circular Plaza and the Square Plaza.
is centrality of the Lanzón and the Circular Plaza, coupled with the apparent importance of the Square Plaza and the supposed bounded-ness of the monumental core, is suggestive of the sort of "concentric cline of the sacred" proposed by Kolata ( ) for Tiwanaku. At Tiwanaku, Kolata argues, the ceremonial architecture recapitulates a social order, in the process legitimizing that order by aligning it with sacred principles. e result was that progress "toward the civic-ceremonial core of the city . . . entailed passage across a nested, hierarchical series of socially and ritually distinct spaces" (ibid.: ).
is architectural and civic layout mirrored, reinforced, and legitimized conceptions of both cosmic and social order. e possibility that a similar cline may have existed at Chavín is implicit in arguments for the centrality of the Lanzón (and the NEA complex). e contrast between the open spaces of the plazas and the smaller, restricted-access spaces of the galleries o ers a similar argument for a relatively linear gradient, a progression from the relatively open and publicly visible plaza spaces to the restricted-access and private galleries. e primacy of the latter is suggested both directly-by their housing of such features as the Lanzón-and theoretically-by the model of ritual practice elaborated by Rick and Kembel (Kembel and Rick ; Rick , a, ) . Rick highlights the centrality of the gallery spaces in his argument for the nature of Chavín ritual practice: "If they were indeed creating a convincing system based on elaborate and impressive ritual action within a created architectural world, they would have faced intrinsic limitations. If the e ects of contexts and ritual are related to the intimacy and exclusivity of the experience, then the groups gaining experience must necessarily be limited in size . . . to be truly convincing, Chavín needed to work in small settings for the most e ective rituals" (Rick a: ). e presence of a contemporary ceremonially important feature-the Mito-style structure-well outside the monumental core (~ m to the west) suggests a contrasting interpretation. If a concentric cline focused on a central area re ects and reinforces hierarchy, then a dispersed and diverse array of ritually signi cant areas may conversely be indicative of pluralism and heterarchy.
Inasmuch as political economy can be read from ritual geography, the coexistence of a Mito-style structure in the West Field with the NEA complex (and the Square Plaza and the many galleries) suggests just such a heterarchical arrangement by providing an indication of multiple ceremonial foci. Chavín displays not a concentric cline of the sacred so much as a dispersed array of sacred foci (as might also be suggested, even within the ceremonial core, by the number and heterogeneity of the galleries, as well as by the diversity and spatial dispersion of identi able locations of ritual activity; see Rick, this volume).
Plurality and heterarchy are suggested not just by the spatial dispersion of ritual foci but also by their inferred use. Although an argument can be made for the increasingly restricted character of access to the spaces within the monumental core (i.e., from the large Square Plaza to the smaller Circular Plaza to still smaller interior galleries; see Burger : ; Rick b: , : -), it is also possible to focus on the di culty of stitching the entire architectural complex of the monumental core into one processional sequence. e corpus of lithic art (e.g., on cornice fragments from Structure A [Rick ] and on the plaques of the Circular Plaza [Lumbreras ] ) testi es to the importance of processions at the site. Moore, reviewing the architectural evidence for the use of plazas in the prehispanic Andes, infers an important role for processions, describing "constructed spaces . . . arranged actually to disrupt visual impact" (Moore : )-that is, spaces designed to be experienced rather than viewed. Rick's recent characterization of Chavín's architectural spaces recalls this focus on procession: " e architectural placement of individuals in sunken plazas, where much of the outside world is blocked . . . or in underground galleries in which all the external world is annulled, would be a way of de nitively altering situational experience" (Rick a, ) .
e contrasting sizes of the spaces involved limit the potential numbers of participants in any ritual activity. ese range from the Square Plaza, which might have accommodated as many as approximately , participants, to the Circular Plaza, which could have held ~ , while the internal spaces would have been limited to only handfuls of participants. Open-air ceremony might have been witnessed by much larger numbers in the spaces surrounding the plazas, but activity in interior spaces would have necessarily been much more limited (e.g., to approximately people in the inner portion of the Lanzón Gallery and not more than -in the canal entries). e West Field Mito structure, though it may not have been the only one, is similar to the gallery spaces-able to accommodate only persons in relatively intimate activities. e narrow entry steps suggest the ability to tightly restrict access.
Evidence for where processions would have taken place is ambiguous. e progression described above-from public plazas to private galleries-combined with the identi cation of the NEA Complex and Structure A as sacred foci may be an indication of the directionality of processions. It may be telling, moreover, that the gures sculpted in relief on the plaques surrounding the Circular Plaza are all processing-converging, if a mirror-image southern arc is inferred to match the partially preserved northern one-on the stair that leads to the Lanzón Gallery. Such an argument for directionality and the cline of the sacred it implies, however, is complicated by the fact that there is not one clear processional pathway through the site.
In fact, as Rick ( b, ) has pointed out, two obvious paths exist: ( ) through the Plaza Mayor from east to west, ascending the Black-and-White Staircase, crossing the Plaza Menor, and reaching the Black-and-White Portal; and ( ) through the Plaza Mayor from east to west, across the Plaza Mayor terrace to the northwest, up the Middendorf Staircase, through the Circular Plaza Atrium and its approach, into the Circular Plaza, and up the Structure B staircase to enter the Lanzón/Laberintos Gallery complex ( gure . ; also Rick b: -, : -). e existence of these paths in parallel rather e presence of a Mito-style structure in the West Field suggests an answer: rather than a holy-of-holies on which the site was focused, there existed multiple ritual foci. Moreover, the coexistence of the NEA complex and the Black-and-White Portal, as well as the profusion of galleries (see Kembel : gure . ) , argues for a dispersal of ritual signi cance among several loci. Furthermore, the record of diversity of ritual foci continues to increase, as recent work by the Stanford Project has demonstrated that subsurface canals outside of the major structures were locations of ritual practice. Ritual activity focused on these subsurface canals included both access to them through formal entryways and the deposition of artifact o erings (pot-smashes) through small vertical shafts. In addition, recent excavation has revealed a major staircase on the north side of Structure C, indicating a third likely processional path and suggesting that processions were not necessarily limited to the interior of the site's U-shape (see Rick, this volume) .
CONCLUSION
e evidence discussed here for ritual practice at Chavín raises questions about the nature and function of the site as a ritual center, suggesting heterarchical as well as hierarchical patterns. Ritual activity of various kinds taking place in diverse locations throughout the site, as well as a diversity of potential pathways for publicly visible procession (both internal and external to the site's U-shape), suggest a site that was a hive of ritual activity-various practices in various places, perhaps occurring simultaneously, perhaps each at its distinct time.
e multiple sacred foci, profusion of galleries and plazas, and absence of a strict processional or increasingly restricted-access sequence might be seen as di cult to reconcile with Kembel and Rick's arguments for the importance and centrality of deliberate, top-down, and long-term planning at the site. Can a model of Chavín as designed (Kembel and Rick : -; Rick : -)-implying a hierarchical, top-down approach to its construction and a central authority-be reconciled with a diversity of ritual practice that suggests heterarchy?
A distinction between heterarchy and egalitarianism is vital-heterarchy may incorporate a signi cant degree of sociopolitical di erentiation even while it implies social tension that mandates against strict ordering. e implication is of inclusiveness but not independence, of diverse ritual practices subsumed to the authority of the polity, of heterarchy nested within hierarchy. is suggests an avenue for further research at Chavín and indeed into the sociopolitical processes of the Formative period more generally: how did ceremonial centers both incorporate diverse ritual practices (implying perhaps diverse practitioners, or adherents and pilgrims attentive to some aspects of centers but not others) and maintain (or develop) a centralized authority that could command tribute and was capable of strategic and long-term planning? e existence of a Mito-style structure at Chavín does not necessarily call into question the importance of procession or restriction of access in ritual practice at the site, but the presence of ceremonial architecture in an otherwise relatively marginal area suggests that ritual space was diverse rather than singular and that authority at Chavín was perhaps heterarchical as well as hierarchical. e Mito structure in the West Field-almost literally in the shadow of the temple complex, certainly sanctioned and included rather than in any way clandestine-suggests that ritual practice at Chavín was at least inclusive and perhaps actively syncretic.
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NOTES
. e map does not include Mito-style structures recently described at Huaricanga in the Fortaleza Valley (Piscitelli ) , Qeushu in the lower Callejón de Conchucos (Herrera ), or El Paraíso in the Chillón Valley (Guillen Hugo ). For an updated version, see Contreras ( : gure ). . Heterarchy refers to a situation wherein the individuals or groups involved are either unranked or have rankings that are uid rather than xed, changing depending on context (Crumley ). . e NEA designation refers to the northeastern portion of Structure A, which is among the oldest pieces in the construction sequence that Kembel was able to identify. I here refer to the Lanzón and the gallery that houses it, in combination with the Circular Plaza, as the NEA Complex; this elides signi cant architectural change over time but emphasizes the persistent ceremonial focus on this area.
. Moreover, the small scale of the excavations in the West Field bears emphasizing-only just under m were excavated, and only about m of that reached the level of the Mito-style structure. Stratigraphic evidence from the river cut a scant m to the north demonstrates that construction at the level of the chamber-and below-extended at least that far, but we simply have no idea about the horizontal extent of construction related to this feature. e substantial later deposits may hide an array of contemporary Mito-style structures, as at Kotosh, or this example may be solitary.
. 
